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HARNACK-TYPE INEQUALITIES FOR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

GILES AUCHMUTY AND DAVID BAO

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. Here we derive Harnack inequalities for nonnegative solutions of

the porous medium equation and the p-difFusion equation. The method applies

to functions obeying certain a priori evolution inequalities. The proofs are based

on optimizing inequalities for the convective derivative of the function along a

path.

1. Introduction

Harnack inequalities are well known for elliptic equations (see Harnack [8]

and Gilbarg and Trudinger [6]). They are also known for parabolic equations

since the work of Hadamard and Pini, published in 1954. In particular, for the

heat equation

(l.i) !f=a/>   í>o'

in Euclidean R" , positive solutions obey the following inequality

(1.2) f(x2,t2) >  (|)"/2 f(xx, tx) e-(te-*,l2/«2-<.)l/4 ,

where t2 > tx, and x, = (xf, ..., xf). The derivation can be found in Moser

[10], who studied the more general equation |[ = [A - q(x)]f. An extension

of (1.2) to complete manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature was given by

Li and Yau [9].
More recently there has been extensive work on some other types of Harnack

inequalities and Holder estimates for nonlinear parabolic equations. For an
overview, see the survey lectures by DiBenedetto [3], and also DiBenedetto and

Friedman [4].
In this paper, we shall describe some different pointwise bounds on non-

negative solutions of nonlinear parabolic equations which obey certain a priori
estimates. Our approach is short and geometric and is based on an ingenious
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variational argument due originally to Li and Yau [9] and in a form described
by Richard Hamilton [7].

2. The porous medium equation and the heat equation

In this section the equations for porous media and heat conduction will be

used to illustrate the method for obtaining pointwise bounds like (1.2). We shall

use various known a priori bounds for the equations, and we shall optimize
along paths in a manner similar to that done by Hamilton [7]. For the rest of

the paper, let | V\ and U • V denote, respectively, the Euclidean norm and the
usual inner product on W .

The porous medium equation (for a survey, see Aronson [1]) is

(2.1) !^ = A(0,        t>0, x£Rn .

Throughout this paper, we shall confine our attention to

A/>M0(rt):=max jo,   1 - -j .

Under the change of dependent variable

<Z2> /:=(m^)"M"''      M+l-

the equation becomes

(2.3) d-ft=(M-l)fAf+\Vf\2.

The case M = 2 was discussed by Hamilton [7] as the migration equation.
For nonnegative weak solutions of (2.3), Aronson and Bénilan [2] applied a

maximum principle to obtain

(2.4) Af > ^,
t (M-l + l)

First specialize to the case M > 1. Multiplying (2.4) by (M - 1)/ and using
(2.3), it follows that

(2.5) y- + [(M-l)k]£  >  \Vf\2.

Adding 2(V/) -W+\ W\2 to both sides of (2.5), where W is an arbitrary vector
field on R" , leads to

(2.6) % + [(M- l)k]{ + 2(V/) -W + \W\2  > 0.
at t

Now choose W judiciously. Let x(t) be any C1 path in R" such that

x(tx) = Xi and xit2) = x2 ; let x denote its velocity field. In (2.6), set W = \x

and use the chain rule 37 = ff + (V/) • x ; then

(2.7) V + [(M-l)k]£ + \\x\2 > 0.
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Let p := (M - l)k ; then use the integrating factor f in (2.7) to obtain

(2.8) fxf(xx ,tx) < t2f(x2 ,h) + \ p t»\x\2dt

for all C1 paths x(i) such that x(ii) = xx and xit2) = x2.
The inequality (2.8) can be sharpened by minimizing the integral on the

right, as a functional on the allowable class of paths x(i). The convexity of

|x|2 implies that the minimum of this functional is attained by the solution of

the relevant Euler-Lagrange equation. Using straightforward classical analysis,

this minimizer is given by the parametrized curve

(,9)        ̂ .^y + fafôL),     „.,_„.
When t2> tx > 0, the minimum value of the integral is ,JS. \x2 - xx\2 . The

resulting Harnack inequality is

i       ¿\
(2.10a) t1fixx,tx) < f2f(x2,t2) + - |x2-X!|2 ,

t yt2    11 ;

where

t2 > tx > 0,       k :=

(2.10b)

Equation (2.10a) may be rearranged to yield

(M-l + lY
2k

0<p:=(M-l)k<l,       S:=l-p=—.

S \x2 - xx\2 1
(2.11a) f(x2,t2) >  (^[/(x,,^)-^1^^^] ,

which provides lower bounds on the decay of nonnegative solutions of (2.3)

[for M > 1 ] in a cusped region above (xi, tx). When / is positive, it may be

restated as

(2,ib,     /,*,,,) >(|)7(*,<,)[.-fpl2/(^4]
in order to facilitate comparison with §3. We note that these lower bounds on

/ yield, upon substituting (2.2) with M > 1, lower bounds on the solutions u

of the original porous medium equation (2.1).
The heat equation (1.1) was excluded from the above analysis by the require-

ment M t¿ 1. For (1.1) [that is, (2.1) with M = 1 ], Aronson and Bénilan
[2] showed that A/ > =£f for nonnegative solutions / ; consequently, the

analogue of (2.5) is

(2.12, |f + e^0-
Due to the absence of |V/|2 on the right-hand side, we cannot 'complete the

square' as before. Happily, using the methods of [2] (or see Li and Yau [9]),

(2.12) can be sharpened to
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for positive solutions of the heat equation on any complete Riemannian mani-

fold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. In Euclidean space, (2.13) can be verified

directly by using the fundamental solution. Now add 2(Vf) - W + f\W\2 to

both sides of (2.13) and observe that the right-hand side becomes f\^f + W\2 ,

which is nonnegative for any vector field W. Proceeding as for the porous

medium equation and choosing W = ¿x, we find that the analogue of (2.7) is

(2 14) IfZ + JL + Iljfcp   >   0
K       ' fdt + 2t + 4l]    -

Integration of this yields

(2.15)       log[i,/(xi, tx)] < lo%[f2f(x2 ,h)] + \ f \x\2dt,       p:=l,

for all C1 paths x(t) such that x(Zi) = xi and x(t2) = x2. This time the

integral on the right-hand side has the minimum value ^t~_ft^ . Substituting

this into (2.15) and exponentiating, we obtain the previous lower bound (1.2).

So far, we have studied (2.1) for the cases M > 1 and M = 1. The case

Moin) < M < 1 will be treated in §6.

3. General Harnack-type inequalities

The derivation of the inequalities (2.9) and (1.2) depended essentially on a
priori bounds of the form

(3,, |t.M/>M,

where C is a positive constant and a is a locally integrable function. The

following result shows how pointwise lower bounds can be obtained for positive
(if r t¿ 0 ) or nonnegative (if r = 0 ) functions which obey (3.1).

Theorem 1. Let Í2 be an open convex set in R" and f : Q x (0, T) —> [0, oo)

be a Cx function which obeys (3.1) with C > 0, p > I, and a in L/qJO, T].
For all xx, x2 in Q and 0 < tx < t2 < T, we have the following inequalities:

(i) when r — p - I, then

pA(h)
(3.2) f(x2, t2) > ^ f(xx, tx) e-to-^rVte-'.)-

holds for positive f;
(ii) when r > p - I, then

pA('\) / N^1
(3.3) f(x2, t2) > -¿¡fäfixx ,tx)(l + m^\x2- xx\« Ix-"[f(xx, tx)]memA^) m

holds for positive f;
(iii) when r < p - I, then

/eA(t\)^\m\ / \m\ I Iv, _ xAq IX~q\
(3.4a)     [/(*2,M]M>(£_)     ([/(xi, tx)rI _ N{ 1^1 )

holds for nonnegative f and, in case f is positive and the quantity inside the
large parentheses is nonnegative, we have

(3.4b)    f(x2,t2)> ^ f(Xl,tx) (i- ^;/;)]|W|1;iwWl)) •
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Here, q := -^ is the conjugate index to p, m :— -£j - 1, £ := \(jc)q~x.

A(t) is any antiderivative of a(t), and I :— J¡2 em<J>~xW> dt.

Proof. To obtain these results we use Young's inequality in the form

(3.5) Iiy|J» + I|Z|« >  Y-Z ,
p> <?'

where 1 < p < oo is any real number, q = -^ is its conjugate index (that

is, p + a — I )> and Y, Z are arbitrary vectors in R" . We pause to explain

why Young's inequality is to be used here instead of a generalization of the

completing-the-square procedure in §2. Recall that we completed the square

there by adding 2(V/)-IF-r-|IF|2 to both sides of (2.5). However, we could have

added -(Vf) - W + i|4=PF|2 instead; and the right-hand side of the resulting

inequality would be 2[j|V/|2 - (Vf) • (-y) + ÎItI2] » wmch is nonnegative by
the above Young's inequality. Now proceed as before, but this time specify W

as -x rather than jx; we would again obtain (2.7). For (3.1), completing

the p th power optimally yields the analogue of (2.7); but we choose to use
Young's inequality because, in retrospect, it achieves the same result much more

elegantly.
Let (j> (resp. W ) be any scalar- (resp. vector-) valued continuous function

defined on Qx(OJ) and add -(Vf) • W + \\cj)W\« to both sides of (3.1).

The right-hand side of the resulting inequality, upon the choice <f> = (£)' ,

simplifies to the quantity (ffitfW -YZ + J|Z|«] with Y = Vf and Z =

(p^c)W. By (3.5), this is pointwise nonnegative on fí x (0, T) ; so we have

(3.6) yj + a(t)f-(Vf)'W + t:r^-x)\W\q >0,       «^ := i(-L)9"1,

for any vector field W defined on Q x (0, T).
Given Xx, x2 in Q, let {x(t) : tx < t < t2} be a C1 curve in fí with

x(ii) = xi and x(i2) = x2 . Choose W — -x, and apply the chain rule to the

convective derivative   j¡f(x(t), t)   of / along the curve; then (3.6) becomes

d f(x(t), t) + a(t)f(x(t),t)
(3.7) dt

-tl[f(x(t),t)]m+x \x(t)\",        m+\:=
p-\ '

We shall obtain different estimates corresponding to the three cases:  m = 0,
m > 0, m < 0. In what follows, let

A(t):= J'a(s)ds

be any antiderivative of a.

(i) m — 0, that is, r = p - 1. For positive /, equation (3.7) becomes

(3.8) ^ + a(t)>-i\x\" ,

and we see that the situation here is analogous to the heat equation case (2.12).
Upon integration, (3.8) yields

(3.9) log[/(x2 ,t2)] + A(t2)+£, r |*|« dt > log[/(x,, tx)] + A(tx) .
Jt,
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This holds for any Cx path as above. The integral here is minimized by a

straight line and has the value ^2~tx^-x whenever t2 > tx > 0. Substitute this

into (3.9), exponentiate, and rearrange; then we get

t>Atf\)
f(x2 , *a) > p^y f(xi, tx) e-^-'.l'/fc-*.)«-   ,

which is (3.2).
(ii) m > 0, that is, r > p - 1. Multiplying (3.7) by the integrating factor

eA(t) gives  d_[feA] > _£ fm+igA^q   por p0SitiVe /, this can be written as

(3-10) !J^i^feA)<™&-mM«.

Upon integration, this becomes

(3.11)        [f(x2, t2)eA^]-m < [f(xx, tx)eA^]-n + mt, ! * e~mA\x\q dt.
Jt¡

By a straightforward exercise in the classical calculus of variations, the mini-
mum of the integral on the right-hand side is found to occur at the path

(3.12a)       X(t) = X! + XlZJÜ   Í em{p-DA(s) rfj > j ._   j 2 em(p-l)A(t) ¿f _
*■ Jt, Jt¡

That integral then has the minimal value

(3.12b) \x2-xx\qIx~q.

Substituting this into (3.11) and after some rearrangement, we obtain the in-

equality

f(x%, h) > jj^f(xi, i,)(l + mi \x2 -xx\qIx~q[f(xx, tx)]memA^) m ,

which is (3.3).
(iii) m < 0, that is, r < p - 1. As in (ii), we multiply (3.7) by the integrating

factor eAM and rearrange. The analogue of (3.10) is now

(3-13) U^í^t(feA)>rnie-'"A\x\q .

This holds for positive / when m/-l (that is, r ^ 0 ), and for nonnegative
/ when m = -1 ( r = 0). Upon integration, (3.13) gives

(3.14)        [f(xx, tx)eAM]lml < [f(x2, t2)eA^]\m\ + \m\i [ ' e~mA \x\q dt.
Jt\

Using the minimizing path given in (3.12) and rearranging, we obtain

/pA(ti).\m\/ \m\ £ \Xt - Xi\q Il~q \

[f(x2, f2)]N > fa)   \[f(xi, f,)]N - '"" * %*} ) ,

which is (3.4a). For positive /, this can be rewritten as

fpA(U).\m\ ,/ \m\ I Iv, - XAq IX~q \
w*.«of > (¿Kr) m*, <■)]""(i - [7(^;;)1i,i'|i,m„„) ■
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When the quantity inside the large parentheses is nonnegative, taking the |m|th

root of both sides yields (3.4b).   D

Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) show that if f(xx ,tx)>0 and / obeys (3.1)
with r > p - 1 > 0, then /(x2, t2) > 0 for all x2 £ Q. and t2 > tx ; that is, we
have infinite speed of propagation of information. When r < p - 1, (3.4) does

not provide such a result; this is expected because porous medium flows (with

M > 1 ) fall under case (iii) of the theorem (see the remarks at the end of this

section), and it is known [1] that disturbances in such flows propagate with a

finite speed.
For this theorem, / was assumed to be C1 and (3.1) to hold pointwise.

For a number of important applications, the functions will not be C1 and the

evolution inequality (3.1) only holds in a distributional sense. The only place

where the regularity assumptions on / are necessary is in justifying the chain
rule

(3.15) j¡f(x(t),t) = ?± + (Vf)>x

in going from (3.6) to (3.7).
To extend this theorem to weak solutions of (3.1), we shall use some defini-

tions and results from Marcus and Mizel [11] to justify (3.15). Let us assume

that: Q is an open convex set in W ;

(Fl) / : Q x (0, T) —> [0, oo) is a continuous function and / £

W^(ilx(0,T));
(F2) 0 < tx < t2 < T and, the set of points in Q x [tx, t2] where / does

not have a classical total differential, when orthogonally projected onto each

coordinate axis, has 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure equal to 0;

(F3) / is absolutely continuous on every C1 curve x(t), tx <t < t2, lying

in Q ; and
(F4) / obeys (3.1) with C > 0 and the function a is in Lx([tx, t2]).

Theorem 2. Suppose Q is an open convex set in K", / obeys (F1)-(F4), and
(3.1) holds in a distributional sense with p > 1. Then for all xx, x2 in £2 and

0 < tx < t2 < T, (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1 hold.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, we must now replace classical derivatives
of / by distributional derivatives. The fact that the chain rule (3.15) holds

follows from Theorem 4.1 in [11] because the quantity (Vf) • x will be L1 on

each C1 curve x(t). The validity of //' j¡h(x(t) ,t)dt = h(x2, t2) - h(xx, tx)

follows from Lebesgue's theorem and (F3). The variational arguments remain

unchanged.   D

Marcus and Mizel [11] have shown, in particular, that any locally Lipshitz

function / on Q x (0, T) will obey (F2) and (F3) of the above list of assump-

tions.

A further generalization of our result can be obtained for functions / obeying

evolution inequalities of the form

(3.16) % + a(t)f > <t>(Vf),    oniix(OJ),
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where <j> : R" —> R is a convex function. In this case (3.7) becomes

(3.17) Ttf{x{t) ' ° + a{t)f{x{t) ' l) *■ -<t>*(-xW >

where tf>* is the conjugate convex function of cj>. Multiplying (3.17) by eA and

integrating, we find that

(3.18) f(x2,t2)eA^-f(xx, tx)eA^ > - ¡\A^cj>*(-x(t))dt.
Jt¡

Whenever we can evaluate the minimum value of this integral, lower bounds

on nonnegative solutions of (3.16) can be found.
Finally, we remark that for the heat equation, (3.1) holds with C = I, p = 2,

and r = 1, so case (i) of our theorem applies and the resulting estimate (3.2)

becomes the Harnack inequality (1.2) when we set a(t) — j-t ■ For the porous

medium equation with M > 1, (3.1) holds with C = 1, p = 2, and r = 0.
Case (iii) of our theorem applies, and the resulting inequalities (3.4a) and (3.4b)

become (2.1 la) and (2.1 lb), respectively. To see this, observe that m = -1 and

a(t) = ^lA t where k is defined by (2.4).

4. The /^-diffusion equation

These methods will now be applied to derive Harnack-type inequalities for

the ^-diffusion equation

(4.1) ^ = div( IVmI'-2 Vu ), (x, t) £ R" x (0, oo) .
ot

When p t¿ 2, make the change of dependent variable

(4.2, /:=!„>,       ,:_£=»   ,

then (4.1) becomes

(4.3) d-ft = yf div( |V/T2 Vf ) + |V/|'  .

Esteban and Vazquez [5] have shown that for nonnegative solutions of (4.3),

there exists a positive constant K(p, n) depending only on p and n suchthat

(4.4a) div( |V/r2 Vf ) > ^   ,

provided that

(4.4b) ">2(;TTt)-

Multiplying (4.4a) by yf and using (4.3) gives

(4.5) d-l+(jA)f>\Vf\p  .

This evolution inequality has the form (3.1) with C = 1, r = 0, and a(t) = ^ .

Hence case (iii) of Theorem 1 or 2 applies, with m = -1 and eA^ = tyK . In the

proofs, the minimum value of the integral J¡2 e~mA\x\q dt was sought, subject
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to the constraints t2 > tx > 0 and x(ii) = Xi, x(t2) = x2. For the case at

hand, this minimum occurs at the path

(4.6a)    xW=(|5|J/¿-r(íl|fMj,    if 0¿S:= (2-p)K+I

and at

*(<) = (.    *'~f'-1 log I
(4.6b) «'¡-""V   .

<XZtXT)'    'M2-„. + ,=o.
The minimum value of the integral in question is then I1 q , where

ts -ts
(4.7a) ^ = Jnr-L   if 0¿S:= (2-p)K+l

o

and

(4.7b) / = log h - log tx   if (2-p)K+ 1 = 0 .

These results may be collected as follows:

Theorem 3. Let p > 2(^) and f be a nonnegative solution of (4.3) which is

locally Lipshitz on an open convex set fi x (tx, t2) of R" x (0, oo). Then

(4.8) /(x2, t2) > (tf)yK[f(xx,tx)-Z \X2-XX\" Ix~q rxyK

for any xx, x2 in Cl and t2 > tx > 0. Here, y := ^5|, q := -^-r, Ç :=

o(p)?_1 » and I iS Siven by (4.7a) or (4.7b), depending on whether the quantity

S := (2 - p)K + 1 is zero or nonzero.

Whenever p > 2, (4.8) and (4.2) combine to give a lower bound on the

solution u of the original p-diffusion equation:

(4.9) uy(x2, h) > (j-)yK[uy(xx, h) - yt \x2-xx\q ix~q q*K]

for any xi , x2 in fí and t2 > tx > 0.

5. POINTWISE UPPER BOUNDS AND HaMILTON-JaCOBI EQUATIONS

The results of §3 provided pointwise lower bounds for solutions of differential

inequalities of the form (3.1). Positive solutions / of the transformed porous

medium equation (2.3) with M < 1 do not obey (3.1) but instead obey an

inequality of the form

(5,, ^+a(0/ < -sm.,

where a is locally integrable and C is a positive constant. The following result
shows that pointwise upper bounds can be obtained for positive (if r / 0 ) or

nonnegative (if r — 0 ) solutions of (5.1).
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Theorem 4. Let Q be an open convex set in W ; let f : il x (0, T) —► [0, oo)

be a function which obeys the conditions (F1)-(F4) listed after (3.15), and is a
distributional solution of (5.1) with p > 1. For all xx, x2 in Q and 0 < tx <
t2 <T, we have the following inequalities:

(i) when r = p - 1, then

(5.2) f(x2,t2)   <   e—f(xx,tx)e^-XxrUp-

holds for positive f;
(ii) when r > p - I, then

pmA{t2)

(5.3a)   [f(x2,t2)]-m > e—^([f(Xx,tx)]-m-mç\x2-xx\qIx-qemA^)

holds for positive f and, whenever the quantity inside the large parentheses is

nonnegative, we have

(5.3b) f(x2, t2) < ¿jfäAxi, tx)(l-m^ \x2-xx\qIx-q[f(xx, tx)]memA^) m ;

(iii) when r < p - I, then

(5.4a)  im.«r < 0><*,, «of + '""'^f'1")
holds for nonnegative f and, in case f is positive, we have

fKM. ,,      ty^eA(h) fl      , y ft ,   \m\â.\x2-xx\q Ix-q^jk
(5.4b) f(x2,t2) < -^ f(xx, tx) (1 + [/(xi ^ fi)]|w| eMA{J      .

The quantities q, m, £,, A, and I are as in Theorem 1. Namely, q :=

^y is the conjugate index to p, m := -^ - 1, £ '■- \(jc)q~l • -¿M w any

antiderivative of a(t), and I := //2 ¿"«(p-iMC) í/í .

Proof. The proof of this parallels that of Theorem 1. Let W be any continuous

vector field defined on Q x (0, T), and add (Vf) • W - \\4>W\q , with t¡> :=

(iü)p ' t0 Dom s^es °f (5.1). The right-hand side of the resulting inequality

simplifies to the quantity -Cjt)(±\Y\p -Y Z + \\Z\q) with Y = Vf and

Z = (p^)W. By (3.5), this is pointwise nonpositive on fi x (0, T) ; so we have

(5.5)     dJ- + ait)f+iVf)-W-tfrl^\W\q<0,        ¿:=i(-L)9"',

for any vector field W defined on Q x (0, T).
Given Xi, x2 in Q, let (x(i) : tx < t < t2} be a C1 curve in Q with

xiti) = Xi and x(i2) = x2. Choose W in (5.5) to be x ; then the fact that the
chain rule (3.15) holds implies that

4:f(x(t),t) + a(t)f(x(t),t)
(5.6)

<t[f(x(t),t)]m+l\x(t)\«,       m + l:=p

There are three cases (m = 0, m > 0, m < 0) to which we specialize (5.6).

The resulting inequalities are respectively obtainable from (3.8), (3.10), and

dv
r
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(3.13) by reversing the inequalitiy signs there and replacing ¡t, with -£. The

subsequent optimizations and manipulations are as in the proof of Theorem

1.    D

It is worth noting that (5.1) also appears directly as a Hamilton-Jacobi equa-

tion of the form

(5.7) y.+H(t,f,Vf) = 0,

with

(5.8) H(t,f,Vf) = a(t)f+Qj{^,        OO.

A common convex Hamiltonian has r = 0, p > 1, and part (iii) of Theorem

4 provides pointwise upper bounds on nonnegative solutions of (5.7), (5.8).
When r = 0 but p = 1, part (i) of that theorem provides some qualitatively
different bounds.

6. The porous medium equation revisited

The results described in the last section can be applied to the porous medium
equation (2.1) in the case where 1 > M > M0(n) := max{0, 1 - |} to produce
upper bounds on

Since M < 1, these give upper bounds on uM~x, which in turn yield lower

bounds on u. This, together with §2, show that for all values of M > M0(n)

there are lower bounds on the positive/nonnegative solutions of (2.1).

Theorem 5. Suppose M > Mo(n) and u is a nonnegative (when M > I) or

positive (when M < 1 ) weak solution of |y = A(uM) which obeys the conditions

(F1)-(F4) listed after (3.15). Define f by (2.2) when M > 1 and g by (6.1)
when M0(n) < M < 1. For all xx, x2 in Q and 0 < tx < t2 < oo, we have the

following inequalities :
(A) when M > I, then

(6.2a, /te,Í2)>(|)'[/(„,„)_>i|f£lñ_L]

and, equivalently,

'tiYt m-ii      f\    (M-l\ lf5|x2-x.|2 1

,M-l

(6.2b)   u«-^l2)>(!r)Y-^-^-(^n%,t ,-

(B) when M = I, then

(6.3) u(x2,t2) > (|)! u(xx, r,) tf-lta-ilVte-i.)^ .

(C) when M0(n) < M < 1, then

(6.4a) g(x2,t2) <  (^)y[*K*i,fi) + ̂ 2~ff|2ti]
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and, equivalently,

Here, k :-       'x   ,     p := (M - l)k ,     v := (1 - M)k ,     S :- I - p -

(Mb, „-«(*,« > (ii)>«-^,,,o+(^)ifc^r]-'.

i
(Af-I + 2)

1+Z^ = f .
Proo/. Cases (A) and (B) have already been treated in §2. As for case (C), it

follows from (6.1), (2.2)-(2.4) that

(6.5) ?A = {{-M)g£sg-\Vg\2

and

(6.6) Ag < j .

Multiplying (6.6) by (1 - M)g and using (6.5), it follows that

(6.7) |£_[(i_M)A:]|  < -\Vg\2.

This is an inequality of the type (5.1) with r = 0, p = 2, C = I, and a(t) —

_^(i-Af)fcj. Thus we are in case (iii) of Theorem 4, with q — 2, m = — 1,

£ = |, A(t) = loë(t-u), and I = (ts2- tôx)/ô. Equation (5.4a) then becomes

(6.4a).   D
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